I-70 CAVE SPRINGS TO FAIRGROUNDS DESIGN-BUILD

PROJECT UPDATE
CONSTRUCTION
UPDATES
Work continues at Zumbehl to prepare for and pour the bridge deck on the
west half of the new bridge. Crews are moving dirt in to bring the area up to the
height needed to place the new eastbound off ramp and westbound on ramp.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The I-70 Cave Springs to Fairgrounds
Design-Build Project will maximize
improvements to address:
•

Local Connectivity, Safety,
Traffic Congestion

•

Long-Lasting Infrastructure with
Future Expansion in Mind

•

Construction Impacts

•

Workforce Diversity

Crews are continuing work at Cave Springs on the ends of the new bridge. This
will allow the girders to be set over the interstate later in November. Similar
to the recent work at Zumbehl, setting the girders will require 15-minute
intermittent full closures of the interstate. Once a date for that work has been
determined, we will let you know.
Also in November, construction will begin on the arch that will eventually carry
Veterans Memorial Parkway under Cave Springs. This work will take place
behind the barriers that were put up as part of the lane shift on Cave Springs.

NAVIGATING THE WORKZONE
Lane shifts remain in place on eastbound and westbound I-70 at both Cave
Springs and Zumbehl, as well as on Cave Springs. Additional daily lane closures
continue along the corridor. You can stay up to date on the weekly traffic
impacts on the project website. All work is weather permitting.

WHAT YOU MIGHT BE SEEING
You can now see how construction is progressing in a couple different ways. The
construction camera can be found here. It takes a still photo every 10 minutes,
which gives a near real-time view of the work. There are also photos of the
construction process that can be found at the bottom of the Media Library page
on the project website.
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